SOUTH DAKOTA, HERE WE COME!

FRIDAY, JUNE 9TH – MONDAY, JUNE 12TH
We'll stay at the Mineral Palace Hotel & Casino on Main Street, Deadwood, South Dakota.

The Mineral Palace is located on Deadwoods’ Historic Main Street. Because of its unique location, you can
enjoy immediate access to all of Deadwood’s finest historical sites and attractions.

Scenic drives and byways, great, unique restaurants and many other attractions will be a part of the weekend
also. This will probably include Spearfish Canyon Scenic Byway, Iron Mountain Road, The Needles Highway,
Mt. Rushmore, Custer State Park, and so much more. It’s only 5 – 6 hours to get there and once there, so much
awaits us.

ROOM TYPE

6/9/17

6/10/17

6/11/17
Sunday

6/12/17
Monday

Friday

Saturday

Std Dbl Queen

8 @ $135.20

8 @ $135.20

8 @ 119.20

Departure

Std King

4 @ $143.20

4 @ $143.20

4 @ $127.20

Std King Suite

2 @ $151.20

2 @ $151.20

2 @ 135.20

VIP Highway Suite

4 @ $247.20

4 @ $247.20

4 @ $208.00

VIP Main St Suite

2 @ $263.20

2 @ $263.20

2 @ $224.00

Please note: All 12 of the Standard rooms are reserved by us. There may only be King and VIP Suites still
available. I am checking to see if I can get more standard rooms, but am not sure if I can. You could reserve a
VIP Suite and if I can get the standard rooms you could switch.
Reservation Procedure

Guests must call the Mineral Palace Hotel directly at 800-847-2522, and refer to the Colorado Viper Club
roomblock to receive the discounted group rate. Guest must provide mailing address, phone number, and a valid
credit card in order to receive confirmation of room reservation. Making a reservation through a website will
not give the guest the discounted rate listed above. All guests will be guaranteed for late arrival. The discounted
room rate will be available until May 26, 2017. At that time all unreserved rooms in the block will be released,
and the discount will no longer be available.
Credit and Billing Arrangements

No charges will be made to the guest’s credit card until checkout, although a preauthorization will be held at
arrival for the cost of the stay.

